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World Music

Hot 97’s
2023
Summer
Jam
Concert
Returns to
New York
with Cardi B
as the
Headliner
Hot 97 has announced the lineup
for its annual Summer Jam festival
set to be held at the UBS Arena in
Belmont Park, New York, on June
4,  with Cardi B as the headliner.

To turn up the heat this summer,
Hot 97 has announced the lineup
for its annual Summer Jam festival,
with rap-queen Cardi B set to
headline with artists like Fivio
Foreign, Ice Spice, Glorilla,  French
Montana, and Coi Leray, each of
whom will be performing their own
set. There will also be performances
by Lola Brooke and Lil TJay, and the
rest of the lineups will be revealed
in due course.  The LOX will hit the
stage to pay tribute to the 50th
anniversary of hip-hop.

2023 will see the Summer Jam
returning to the UBS Arena in
Belmont Park, New York, after over 

two decades, and much
anticipation has been building up
regarding the same. The festival is
scheduled to take place on
Sunday, June 4, 2023, and tickets
officially go on sale on April 8 at
10:00 AM EST. Pre-sale tickets
would be available for American
Express Card Members from April
4, 10:00 AM to April 6, 10:00 PM,
before they are available to the
general public. For more
opportunities to will tickets, along
with exclusive content, updates,
and hip-hop news, it is
recommended to download the
HOT 97 App. While featuring
some of the most eminent names
on the hip-hop horizon, the event
will also bring to the front the rise
of women to the vanguard of the
hip-hop movement in recent
times.

The President, Chief Operating
Officer, and General Counsel,
Bradford Tobin commented in a
press release, “HOT 97’s Summer
Jam is a hip-hop staple and we are
excited to bring the most electric
show of the summer back to NY
for hip-hop’s 50th anniversary.”

Fans are stoked about the imminent
performance of Cardi B, whose last
album ‘Invasion of Privacy’ appeared
in 2018. Last year she collaborated
with artists like Kay Flock, Glorilla,
and Rosalía, and also partnered with
SZA and Summer Walker for the
single “No Love (Extended Version)”.

A music video of her song ‘Hot Shit’
featuring Kanye West and Lil Durk
was also shared by her.

The previous month, Glorilla also
released the expanded version of her
EP, ‘Anyways, Life’s Great… (Bonus
Edition)’ which cemented her name
as one of the most talented hip-hop
whizzes. The original version of the
EP became on biggest label debut EP
by a female rapper in the last three
years and sold about 400,000 units.

With such a star-studded lineup,
“The show is all about bringing hip-
hop’s biggest stars to the stage,” as
stated by multimedia personality
and VP of artist and label Relations
TT Torrez.
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World Music

‘HIGHER THAN HEAVEN’: ELLIE GOULDING
DECIDED 7TH APRIL FOR THE RELEASE

Ellie Goulding’s latest album ‘Higher Than Heaven’ is going to be
released on the 7th of April 2023. Listeners are eagerly waiting for
the album to drop.

The English singer Ellie Goulding’s fifth studio album ‘Higher
Than Heaven’ is going to release on 7th April 2023. It is going to
be released under the recording label Polydor Records. She
announced the album in January and slowly shared one song at a
time. Till now, she has shared four songs from the album, named
‘Easy Lover’, ‘All by Myself’, ‘Let It Die’, and ‘Like a Saviour’.

This album has created a buzz among all of his listeners because it
is her first album in the last three years. Her last album was
‘Brightest Blue’, which was released in 2020. She is making a
comeback after a long time and that is why everyone is very much
excited about this release.

As of now, these four tracks have gotten a wider response from all
of her listeners. The release date of this album wasn’t confirmed
until now. Before she said ‘To my incredible fans- I’m sorry to
announce that we’re delaying the release of ‘Higher Than Heaven’
to March 24’. Along with that she also said ‘I know you’ve all 

been so patient with me but we’ve had some
exciting opportunities appear behind the scenes
which I cannot wait to share with you in due
course’.

Due to various changes, the release date has
been postponed multiple times and now the
singer has confirmed that the album will be
finally released on 7th April. She has also given
a list of songs from the album. The tracks are-

1.Easy Lover

2.All by Myself

3.Tastes Like You

4.Better Man

5.Let It Die

6.Midnight Dreams

7.By the End of the Night

8.Love Goes On

9.Like a Saviour

10.Just for You

11.Higher Than Heaven

12.Waiting for It

13.Cure for Love

14.Intuition

15.Temptation

16.How Long

It has a total of 16 variant kinds of soundtracks
which is creating a sensation among every pop
music enthusiast. Along with this, she has also
confirmed that she will go on tour right after
the album’s release.

This news has made the release even more
special for everyone.
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Artist Spotlight

Brace Up
For the
Latest Pop
Song 'We
Have The
Power' By
Starchild
Proficient artist Starchild is
enriching the culture of pop music
with his excellent pieces of music.
This artist is reaching out to more
listeners by delivering outstanding
soundscapes.

The catchy hooks and organic
music has enriched the charm of
his creations even more. This
young talent has amazed everyone
with a large array of diverse
soundtracks. He is an independent
artist who likes to make songs on
his own. He single-handedly
creates, records, and produces the
tracks and that is quite impressive
for all the young aspirant
musicians. His unique musical
representation has helped him to
create a different identity in the
music industry.

Hails from Hollywood, this artist
has garnered a lot of ears with his
latest lyrical music video named
‘We Have The Power’.

The official music video is going to
be released very soon. He has
confirmed, that the official video
will be released on 14th April. And
listeners are eagerly waiting for the
video. He has also said, the track

HOLLYNO

will be available on other music
streaming platforms on 19th May.
The thematic and rhythmic music
flow is growing and reaching out
to more listeners in a short time
frame. The refreshing lyricism has
made his songs even more
attractive. And with this trait, he
is expanding his creations on a
large scale.

His songs are quite different from
other artists because he makes
songs on things, which is not
spoken widely by other artists. He
composes soundtracks on things
like emotions, human hearts, and
minds.

He is quite different from
everyone else and it is the thing
that is making him unique in
every aspect. Along with that, he
talks about positivity, the power of
the mind, and mysticism. He
represents each of these things in
such a diverse way and for that

 reason, he has mesmerized
everyone. Besides, his flawless
deliverance has enhanced the
charisma of the song ‘We Have The
Power’ even more.

Starchild is growing in his music
career at a slow and steady pace. In
this brief time has given quite a few
songs and received a lot of
appreciation from all the pop music
enthusiasts.

Some of his praiseworthy musical
creations are ‘We Are Young’ and
‘Come To The Sun’. These tracks are
available on YouTube, so listeners
can hear out the songs on this
platform.

Therefore, follow him on this
platform to get all the updates on his
upcoming projects.
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Artist Spotlight

Reece Van
Schalkwyk
Impresses
Fans in the
Monumental
Music
Video of
'Forgive It
All'
Enchanting forest and cavernous
emotions blow the fans away in the
new music video of ‘Forgive It All’
by ever-talented Reece Van
Schalkwyk, available on YouTube.

Music has always been the oldest
form of self-expression among
human beings and artists to date
use records to explain and express
their personal journey and growth.
This makes the listeners relate to
them and find a mutual solace.
Sticking to the denotation, gifted
artist Reece Van Schalkwyk releases
a brand new video where the brave
musician explains life struggles and
the journey to overcome the
complexities. ‘Forgive It All’ is a
captivating track that makes the
listeners keep it on repeat. If you
are in search of some soul-
connecting music, then this track
will be an absolute bliss for you.
From the stunning visuals,
showcasing the intimate journey
toward forgiveness of the artist, to

the record’s composition, dense
lyricism, and poignant vocals, the
song has all the beguiling
elements.

The artist is a 23-year-old from
South Africa who has always
found peace and passion, in
music. Since he was a child he has
struggled with his mental health
and life in general and has lost his
purpose of living. However, music
has been his lifelong best friend
which allowed him to express him
self and found a greater sense of
life. In this short yet meaningful
musical journey, the adept
musician has taken most of his
inspiration from the legend Celine
Dion. Her ability to hypnotize her
audience with technicality and
emotive voice has inspired Reece
Van Schalkwyk to move forward
and achieve greater fame in the
music industry.

The artist has released several
records in his musical career and
all of them are extremely detailed
and showcase the extensive
passion he has for music. Previous
tracks like ‘Look After You (The
Fray)’, ‘Breathe Without You’, ‘For
Godsake I Changed My Mind.’,
‘Can't Lie Anymore, Don't Rely On

 Me’, ‘Free Falling’ are all expressive
and intimate that showcase the
artist’s talent perfectly.

‘Forgive It All’ is a track about
personal growth and fighting the
negative feeling that every person
goes through at least some days. The
artist has written the track
completely by himself on his hardest
days when music was the only
reliable thing in his life.

From the weight of sky-rocketed
expectations and the fear of not
reaching the gold, this song was
born which reflects the most
intimate and sensitive side of the
artist so far. You will find every
element of this song to be
impressive. The personal and
expressive lyrics are perfectly
complemented by the idiosyncratic
vocals and emotive composition.

You can watch the video on YouTube
and listen to the previous records of
the artist on Spotify, SoundCloud,
and Apple Music.
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Artist Spotlight

Dynamic Duo
Crystal Penny
Shows Their
‘Standards’ of
Prolific
Musicianship
Get drenched in a hefty dose of
R&B and Soul with Crystal Penny
as this musical duo has come back
again with another gem of a
musical creation.

Offering a punch of retro vibes and
breezy tunes, their latest track
‘Standards’ is currently buzzing in
the industry. This dynamic duo is
best known for their amazing vocal
skills and sync between two which
sounds a like single energetic
entity. Let’s find out more about
these talented music artists.

Crystal Penny is formed by Sisters
Crystal Wilson Blackmon and Penni
Wilson, the musical powerhouses
who started music at an early age.
They became seasoned music
artists by their teenage and started
performing as professionally as the
Lovations.

Their sheer individuality and the
original essence of the soul could
be noticed in their musical psyche.
With the tunes and grooves of “I
Keep Singing La, La, La, Oooh," "I
Want You," "Later Baby," and
"Heaven Told Me So"; this duo
came to Los Angeles to follow their
dreams. After singing for legendary
Motown Records, they have
performed with numerous artists
like Maurice White, Rick James,
Diana Ross, Lou Rawls, Curtis
Mayfield & the Impressions, and

CRYSTALPENNY

many others.

This dynamic duo has also
appeared on OWN network’s
reality TV show, "Flex & Shanice,"
which featured Crystal's daughter
and Grammy-nominated
recording artist Shanice Wilson,
and her family.

They have previously dropped a
few songs like ‘My Vow to You’,
‘My Heart Belongs to You’ that
offer a redefined taste of soul
music. Amid the global pandemic,
with the help of fans from the UK;
this musical duo started revolving
at the center of attention with
their timeless hit track "Keep
Singing La La La Ooh." It garnered
over 350K views on YouTube and
150K Spotify streams.
Bringing back their original

 essence and the trademark soulful
harmonies, the musical duo has
come up with another new R&B and
Soul track named ‘Standards’.
Beautifully crafted and masterly
produced by Ivan Hampden Jr., the
track offers an amazing groove along
with an enticing musical experience.
Not to mention, their eclectic vocals
skills add more creative layers to the
track. It is amazing to witness how
two artists can be so much in control
while complementing each other.
Currently, this song is buzzing
through all the major music
platforms such as Spotify,
SoundCloud, Apple Music, etc.

Follow Crystal Penny on Facebook,
Instagram, and Twitter to get more
updates on their upcoming musical
projects.
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Artist Spotlight

Ken Howard’s ‘On
the Boulevard’ Is a
Collection of
Magically Tranquil
Poignant LGBTQ-
Themed Modern
Music
Being extremely talented and
wildly fascinating, Ken Howard has
emerged with highly intriguing
music along with consumingly
themed music releases. His recent
release ‘On the Boulevard’ is an
LGBTQ-themed modern music
album, this track has awestruck the
music world since its inception.
Coming from an extremely talented
family background his works
showcase the unyielding
magnificent charm that can create
a highly consuming impression.
Not just being exceptionally
themed this album also is a tribute
to classical music. This is a massive
undertaking as its features a
substantial number of
collaborations and incredibly
fascinating performances. And each
track from this album tells a bit
more about society in the most
playful way.

The wildly creative aspects of Ken
Howard cannot be measured or
determined, it can only be enjoyed.
The creativity and roots of classical
music are in his blood and gene,
which have driven him to concoct
some of the best lyrics of all time.
He is the great-grandson of J.
William Howard II, a prolific music
director who has offered incredible
numbers like ‘Me Marilyn’,
‘Blossom Time’, ‘The Student
Prince’, and many more. His
musical bloodline doesn’t end here
as he is also the great-nephew of

the renowned actress Esther
Howard, a prominent figure of the
1920s Broadway musical. Having a
historically creative and
fascinating gene, his works show
he too has the skill set.

After graduating from the UCLA
School of Theatre, Film, and
Television, and the University of
Southern California, he now is a
California Licensed Clinical Social
Worker and AASECT Certified Sex
Therapist. He also founded
GayTherapyLA.com, this is a
private physiotherapy and
coaching organization for gay
males and couples for over 30
years. He always had a deep
connection with music and this
truly vast venture has allowed him
to unleash his core musical self to
the world. He is married to 

Michael Ryan, and livi ng happily
together a blissful for 21 years now
in West Hollywood, California.

His highly ambitious ‘On the
Boulevard’ Original Cast Concept
Album has 29 incredible soundtracks
and he and Malcolm Heenman are
solely responsible for the extremely
engaging librettos of this album. His
words are packed with zest and
serenity and the playful music
intensifies his writing skills. This is
also an adaptation of George
Bernard Shaw’s “Pygmalion”, and
alongside Ken Howard, Stuart Wood,
and Michael Van Bodegom-Smith
are in authority for the music
direction and recordings. And the
songs are sung by various artists.
Visit independent music promotions
to know more about this unparallel
musical venture.
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Artist Spotlight

Travel To a
Different
Dimension With
Cosmopolis'
Multi-Genre
Single 'Parasite'
Get through a highly immersive
musical experience with
Cosmopolis as the band has come
up with a brand new musical
project. They dropped a single this
year named ‘Parasite’ that can take
listeners on a multi-dimensional
musical journey. Unique, attractive,
and thought-provoking; this single
offers a blend of multiple music
genres which makes it even more
enthralling. Brewing swaths of
Gothic Rock, Post-Rock, Prog,
Electronica along with Lofi sounds;
the song is brilliantly made and
leaves no room for error. This
band's experimental music is also
complemented by scathing lyricism
and gutsy social commentary,
which make it more intriguing for
all kinds of listeners. Through its
clock time of 4 minutes and 20
seconds, the song takes listeners to
a uniquely dark and enigmatic
soundscape that offers a deep
impact.

Cosmopolis is a dynamic group just
its musical arsenal. With members
belonging to Belgium, Australia,
and England; the band offers a
global essence of diversified music
genres and cultures. The band is
well-revered for its beautiful
instrumentation and poetic
lyricism which is setting an
example in the constantly evolving
music industry. They are greatly
inspired by Pink Floyd, Swans, Nick
Cave, Joy Division, and Massive

 Attack, and as a result, there is a
fair amount of progressive rock
and psychedelic elements present
in their musical representations.
With the art of blending
disturbing and thought-provoking
lyricism along with masterfully
crafted musical arrangement; this
band is able to create a musically
dark atmosphere that can
captivate everyone. The latest
track ‘Parasite’ is just another
example of their unparalleled
sense of original music as well as
united effort.

Gavin Kendall, Nicholas Platten,
and David Hussey are the three
members of this musical group
who work together to create such
masterpieces. Gavin takes care of
the vocals, keyboards, and guitars
while Nicholas helps with

his guitar, bass, and keyboards skills.
Being an expert percussionist, David
helps with the drums and beats. As
they belong to different parts of the
world, not every time they get to jam
physically; they mostly do it
virtually.

Therefore, the music they create is
recorded in multiple locations and it
is arranged, mixed, and mastered via
cloud. The band says that their name
‘Cosmopolis’ is inspired by a
European literary magazine that was
published during the 1890s in
London, Paris, Berlin, and St
Petersburg.

Follow the band on Spotify and
YouTube to know more about their
musical creations. They also have an
official website along with Facebook,
Twitter, and Instagram handles.
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Artist Spotlight

Let’s go Back in Time With Emery Pulse’s 80's-inspired Soft Rock Ballad ‘Heart Fulfilled’

Listeners can get drenched in a
highly romantic soundscape with
Emery Pulse as she has come brand
new single this year. The song is
called ‘Heart Fulfilled’ and just like
its title suggests, the track does not
only satisfy the eardrums but the
heart too. Sweet, melodic, and
fulfilling; the song has a
wholesome nature that intensifies
with Emery’s brilliant vocal skills
that evoke emotions. Being a
talented Retro Pop Artist, she has
successfully offered an 80s-inspired
Soft Rock ballad that asks the big
questions most people tend to
ruminate on. Spanning around 4
minutes, the track offers a great
hook, an enjoyable musical
experience, and thought-provoking
lyrics that every listener can
absorb. The song has been released
in February, creating the perfect
mood for Valentine’s Day. This song
also reflects the artist’s sincerity 

and dedication to her craft.

The track ‘Heart Fulfilled’ is built with
the united musical effort of Chris
Camozzi on the guitars, Lee Brovitz on
bass and Brett Brown on drums and
percussion. The song is jointly produced
by Emery and Brett and mastered by
James Auwarter from Coda Room Audio.
All of their contributions helped to
create this masterpiece that is currently
garnering global attention. Talking
about her music, Emery said, “As a fan of
80's pop, I love bringing a retro flare to
new music.” When she was asked about
the latest single, the artist said, “Heart
Fulfilled incorporates a late 80's soft
rock feel into the present. Staying on
brand, the lyrics reminiscence on what
used to be and wonder about the now.
Could you still be the man you were
once more?”. Truly, her creative power
in music comes with a blend of artsy and
philosophy.

Hailing from Marco Island,  Florida,
Emery Pulse is a highly talented
singer, songwriter, and recording
artist. Being a lover of 80's pop, she
is capable of bridging between the
past and the present through her
music.

Her creative approach to music
churns out a retro feel that can
make listeners take back in time.
Utilizing 80's pop snares and synths
with a hint of nostalgic essence, her
music offers an original taste that
can captivate everyone. Her other
singles like ‘Gift Box’, ‘Show Me
Who You Are’, etc are the greatest
examples of her dedication,
determination, and consistency.

Emery is looking forward to
dropping more amazing tracks in
the coming days. Follow her on
Spotify, YouTube, Facebook, and
Instagram to know more.
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Artist Spotlight

Wordsmith
Patrick Ames
Is Back with
Another
Melodiously
Musing
Cocktail,
‘Somehow I'll
Find a Way’
Coming out of the heart of the
Wine Country of California, Patrick
Ames always offered soulful and
extremely heartfelt songs. And his
latest release is also an extremely
well-arranged number full of
introspective thoughts and highly
relatable lines. ‘Somehow I'll Find a
Way’ has shown the great potential
of the brilliant wordsmith. His laid-
back voice uttering the most
intriguing thoughts along with his
skilful compositions, has elevated
the experience of this utterly
satisfying number. This is the first
release after his widely acclaimed
album ‘Harmonium’, making his
foothold stronger in the base of
melodious profoundness. Jon
Ireson has produced this number
and Ames once again shinned with
his charming shield of melody and
lyrical efficiency. This number
could take on a joyride of good old
American vibes that has the power
to reconnect with your roots all
over again.

The basic motif of a great track is
symphony and poetry, but when
you dig deeper you will find highly
intriguing feelings that serve
purposes. And ‘Somehow I'll Find a

SomehowI'lIFindaWay

PatrickAmes
ProducedbyJonIreson

 Way’ offers a bittersweet feeling
where the writer is willing to quit
songwriting and find a job and buy
a home where he can spend his
life with his loved ones. The
playful catchy vibes of this
number are truly fascinating to
understand and witness. The song
creates an atmosphere where he is
driving a car and playing air
drums, and you can also relive this
song whenever you are going for a
long drive, steering your wheel
across the dusty road at dusk. The
song tells the story of everyday
life, from small achievements to
not living up to your expectations.
This number shares the story that
we all have gone through at least
once in our lives.

The daunting wisdom of this great
musician and lyricist is truly a
blessing for his listeners, but

humans are greedy in nature, and we
want more from this benevolent
music artist to offer more of his
musical vibes and narrate song
intriguing brainstorming numbers
again and again.

The rawness along with its mournful
side have made the song highly
engaging but the hopeless
romanticism made this number
ecstatically charming. His songs can
bring nature, passion, knowledge,
and spirituality through his
melodious releases. Patrick Ames
has gleefully offered the most
interesting concoctions of music,
poetries, and passion.

He is driven by his dreams and that’s
what keeps him going on and on.
Follow him on Spotify, Facebook,
YouTube, Apple Music, Official
Music website. 
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Artist Spotlight

Red Bird
Rising Is
Bringing the
Essence of
Demurral
Against War In
‘My Revolution
(feat. Taras
Kuznetzov)’

People often say that great and
moving writing comes with great
inspiration and a state of urgency.
Renowned musician, songwriter,
and producer Red Bird Rising has
taken this opportunity to pen down
one of the most heart-rending
songs and collaborated with Taras
Kuznetzov to create an emotive
track. His recent release, entitled
‘My Revolution (feat. Taras
Kuznetzov)’ features some
excellent, emotive writing along
with poignant vocals. The track was
released on 28th January and was
received with incredible
appreciation and support from the
audience. If you find music to be
meaningful and think it should
come with a message then this
track is the perfect choice for you.
Not just the message, but the
musical arrangement and elements
of this song are crafted to utmost
perfection, so much so that once
you listen to it, it will be hard to
not hear this again and again.

The tracks can be explained and
described as a community effort
that is based on a wide range of

 musical instrumentation and
features Ukrainian artist Taras
Kuznetzov on the lead vocals
along with artist Ana Pshokina on
bass. While describing how he
feels about music and how
impactful that thought has been
on this particular track, the artist
said, “I have a world worn faith in
the power of music to significantly
change people’s lives.” Diedrich
Donald Weiss, also known by his
musical alias Red Bird Rising has
put his entire faith in this
collaboration and acknowledges
both the importance and magic of
this act.

The theme is focused on the
ongoing war between Russia and
Ukraine and how in this difficult
time music can be one of the most
powerful artistic weapons to put
an end to it. If putting an end to

 the war cannot be achieved at least
through music people will be aware
of the horror that war comes with.
While searching for an answer to the
age-old question, "What can I do in
this situation?" Weiss went in to
create this masterpiece that has
fearless songwriting and
storytelling. The stirring writing is
ideally complemented by the
powerful and ample composition,
using a wide range of musical
instruments that fit together
perfectly. You will be an instant fan
of the vocals in the track, as the
strong emotions in the voice will
move you to the core. A music video
featuring the terror of war that was
filmed in Odessa under threat of
bombing by Russian missiles is also
released on YouTube. You can listen
to the track on Spotify and follow
the artist on Instagram.
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Artist Spotlight

Les Techno Is
Spreading
Refreshing
Charm with
the Track
‘Make You Feel
Good’
Listen to the ecstatic pieces of
music with the prolific artist Les
Techno. The artist has grabbed
everyone’s attention with his
genre-bending soundtracks. This
musician is getting plenty of
appreciation from everyone for his
diverse approach to music. He has
tried out various genres of music
and enriched his songs. In his
songs, listeners get to experience
genres like electropop, modern
rock, and hip-hop. The unique
musical presentation has created a
sensation among all the music
enthusiasts. This artist is an
independent musician who likes to
create music on his own. For that
reason, he composes, records, and
produces each track single-
handedly.

Hails from New York City, this
artist is garnering many ears from
all around the world with his latest
song ‘Make You Feel Good’. The
well-versed lyricism and hooky
music have added a whole new
flavor to his songs. Along with that,
his flawless presentation has made
the track even more captivating.
This artist has succeeded to gain
the attention of listeners for his
wide array of deliverance. Each
creation of him is different from
the other one and that is what

LESTECHNO MAKEYOUFEELGOOD

assisted him to reach out to the
maximum number of listeners in a
short time span.

Les has been in the industry for a
long time and it can be said that
he has flouris hed in his career
with his various creations. He has
tried his hands on multiple genres
and enhanced the essence of
them. Alongside, the subtle and
rhythmic flow has increased the
charm even more.

This artist has shown his caliber
by presenting the tracks with
fascinating upbeat music. He has
shown his creative charm by
presenting a large array of songs
for all his listeners. Besides that,
the heartfelt music of ‘Make You
Feel Good’ has enthralled the
listeners quicker than ever.

In the music industry, Les Techno is
a renowned persona. He has given a
lot of songs in his music career.
Some of his magnificent
soundscapes are ‘Edge of the World’,
‘Flowers for Dystopia (Objects)’,
‘Come Along’, and ‘Closer Look’.
With these tracks, he has given a
refreshing charm, which is being
loved by everyone. All these songs
can be heard on music streaming
platforms like Spotify, Apple Music,
and YouTube.

Therefore, listeners can find his
profile on these platforms and listen
to them. Along with that, one can
also follow him on social media sites
like Facebook, Instagram, and
Twitter to get more updates on his
future projects.
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Music News

Harry Styles,
Bad Bunny,
and Selena
Gomez Are
Among the
Nominees for
the MTV
Movie & TV
Awards,
2023
The nominations for the MTV
Movie & TV Awards 2023 are finally
revealed and many of your favorite
stars are recognized for their
larger-than-life performances.
Shows and movies like Top Gun:
Maverick, Stranger Things, and The
Last of Us became the most
nominated for scripted
programming.

Actors like Harry Styles, Bad Bunny,
Selena Gomez, Austin Butler, and
more scored nominations in the
most prestigious categories, best
actors and actresses. The show
reportedly will be hosted by Drew
Barrymore and will air live on May
7th from Barker Hangar in Santa
Monica, California, starting from 8
p.m. ET/PT.

Selena Gomez in nominated for her
role in Only Murders in the
Building in the category of ‘Best
Performance in a Show’ along with

 scoring the nomination for ‘Best
Kiss’ with her smooch with Cara
Delevingne in the same show. 

In addition to that, the actress and
singer also got a nomination for
her ‘Selena Gomez: My Mind &
Me’ in the category of ‘Best music
documentary’. The other
nominees are ‘Sheryl’ (about
Sheryl Crow), ‘Love, Lizzo’, ‘The
Day the Music Died: The Story of
Don McLean’s American Pie’ and
‘Halftime’ (about Jennifer Lopez).

Harry Styles bagged the
nomination for the ‘Best Villain’
for his role in Olivia Wilde’s
‘Don’t Worry Darling’. He is also
nominated for the ‘Best Kiss’ for
his stunning smooch with David
Dawson in ‘My Policeman’. On the
other hand, the Latin popstar Bad
Bunny is also nominated for two
awards. One for the Breakthrough
performance in ‘Bullet Train’ and
the other one is for the ‘Best
Fight’ for his confrontation scene
with Brad Pitt in the same movie.

The list of nominees did not end

 here as it included few of the Oscar
and Emmy nominees as well. Austin
Butler, an Oscar nominee for his
breakthrough role in ‘Elvis’ is also
nominated here for the ‘best
performance in a movie’.

The other nominations are Florence
Pugh in ‘Don’t Worry Darling’, Keke
Palmer in Jordan Peele’s ‘Nope’, Tom
Cruise in ‘Top Gun: Maverick’ and
lastly, Michael B. Jordan in ‘Creed
III’. The same scenario is also seen in
the ‘Best Song’ category where Lady
Gaga’s “Hold My Hand” from ‘Top
Gun: Maverick’ and Rihanna’s “Lift
Me Up” from ‘Black Panther:

Wakanda Forever’ is fighting with
Doja Cat’s “Vegas” (Elvis), Demi
Lovato’s “Still Alive” (Scream VI),
Taylor Swift’s “Carolina” (Where the
Crawdads Sing), and OneRepublic’s
“I Ain’t Worried” (Top Gun:
Maverick).
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Music News

Millie Bobby
Brown
Announces
Her
Engagement
with Jake
Bongiovi
Stranger Things star Millie Bobby
Brown took the internet by storm
as she announced her engagement
to Jon Bon Jovi’s son Jake Bongiovi.
Millie, who rose to fame with her
role as Eleven in Netflix’s award-
winning show and as Enola Holmes,
had been dating Jake Bongiovi for
two and a half years. However, Jake
decided to take the relationship to
the next level and make things
official at what appeared to be a
seaside retreat.

Soon after, the actress, 19, took to
Instagram to share the exciting
news of her engagement with a
mushy black and white photo
where she appeared to be rather
giddy and emotional as she
flaunted her ring, while her fiancé,
20, wrapped her in his arms. The
caption read: “Verified

I've loved you three summers now,
honey, I want 'em all ?”, which is
taken from the Taylor Swift song,
‘Lover’. All the actress’s celeb pals
and fans flocked to the comments
section to congratulate her on the
occasion.

Jamie Campbell Bower, who played
the role of the villain Vecna in the
Season 4 of Stranger Things,
commented a string of heart
emojis, while her Stranger Things

 co-actor Cara Buono commented,
"Beautiful! So happy for you.”
Paris Hilton commented on the
photo: “Verified Congratulations
beautiful!

❤ ❤ ❤

” while Hannah
Dodd wrote: "Congrats guys!"

Her fans also seemed to be over
the moon about the engagement
as a long series of congratulations
flooded in for the couple.
However, there were quite a few
who were not so impressed with
the news and expressed their
concern and criticism over the fact
that the couple was too young to
be engaged.

One fan wrote: "Isn’t she only 19
years old?" and another quipped,
"Omgg too young".

Others defended them with

 comments like, "She’s technically an
adult and can make her own choices.
I got engaged at 19 and was married
at 19 and now almost 10 years later
we’re still together."

Jake also posted two photos of the
same with the caption: “Verified
Forever ?”, and fans showered their
love and adoration, with one of them
commenting, “He liked it, and he put
a ring on it ?

❤

.”

The couple first got acquainted with
each other on Instagram and struck
up a friendship.

They made their relationship public
in June 2021, when she shared a
picture of Jake kissing her cheek on
the London Eye, and commenting
that they were now "Instagram
official".
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Music News

Rapper Ravi is Facing Legal and Online Consequences for Evading His Service Time with the
Korean Military

Rapper Ravi is about to face 2 years
of imprisonment for violating the
Korean Military service act. The
first trails involved nine people
accused in this military evasion
case. And this list of nine people
includes rappers Ravi and Nafla. It
was held in the 7th Criminal
Division of the Seoul Southern
District Court on the 11th of April.
During the courtroom process, the
prosecution asked that Ravi should
serve two years in prison to
compensate for his deeds. And
Nafla is about to serve two years
and six months in prison.

Both of the rappers are facing these
consequences and the Korean
government has pressed charges on
them of evading military service.
They tried to avoid their serving
time in the military by showing a

false diagnosis of epilepsy. They have
conspired with a broker and submitted a
false diagnosis to the Military
Manpower Administration. Both of the
rappers are facing a hard time as they
both have tried to escape their time with
the Korean military, especially Ravi.

According to some reports, Ravi left his
band VIXX post this accusation and
case. In Korea, serving a period of 18
months with their National Military is a
mandated process once a citizen turns
28 years old. On January 28th South
Korea’s probing agency reserved Ravi for
evading military services by offering a
false health record. And right after this,
the management company of VIXX,
Jellyfish Entertainment announced the
departure of this rapper. In their
statement Jellyfish said, We sincerely
thank the fans who support VIXX, and
we inform you of member Ravi’s

 departure from VIXX." This
evasion case has shocked K-
netizens, and they have shown
their eager disappointment and
disapproval of this service evasion
case. The internet was flooded with
disapproving comments by
netizens.

Here are some examples, "He's
really stupid. I don't want to see
him on tv ever again," "Did he not
learn anything from Yoo Seung
Joon or MC Mong?" and "This is the
worst." Some said, "This is so
upsetting and so
embarrassing," "I'm embarrassed
for him," and "I really thought he
was a good guy. Man, why did he do
this to himself?" "I really liked his
songs but this is really
disappointing," "This one wrong
choice really put his career down
the drain."
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Music News

ARIANA GRANDE ADDRESSES FANS'
CONCERNS ABOUT HER WEIGHT AND URGES

TO STOP BODY SHAMING
Pop icon Ariana Grande is the recent one to speak about
comments addressing her body after a long list of other celebrities
like Lizzo, Rihanna, Ashley Gramah, Bella Hadid, Selena Gomez,
etc. The entitlement to other people’s bodies and vile body
shaming comments have now forced Ariana Grande to open up
and address the issue in her latest 3-minute-long TikTok video. In
this candid TikTok video, the ‘Thank You Next’ singer talked
openly about the comments followers and fans have made on her
social media regarding her body recently and over the past few
years. At the start of her video, Grande said she has a body that is
"paid such close attention to", so she "wanted to address"
concerns. She then urges her fans and followers to “be gentler and
less comfortable commenting on people's bodies”.

The 29-year-old singer explained that the body people were

 comparing to, was "the unhealthiest version of
my body". In that video Grande was shown to
have a gentle attitude and a calming voice when
she explained the dangerous results of body
shaming, warning people that they do not know
what is going on with other people’s bodies.
Even if the concerns are coming “from a loving
place”, she has urged to put an end to them.

She said, “I think we should be gentler and less
comfortable commenting on people's bodies, no
matter what. If you think you're saying
something good or well intentioned, whatever it
is. healthy or unhealthy, big, small...we should
really work towards not doing that as much.”

Speaking on the comparison that her followers
and the general public on social media have
been making, she explained that the body that
she was compared to was the unhealthiest
version of her. She further went on to explain “I
was on a lot of antidepressants and drinking on
them and eating poorly and at the lowest point
of my life when I looked the way you consider
my healthy but that in fact wasn’t my healthy.”

after reminding her millions of followers that
there are different versions of beauty and
looking healthy, her fans applauded for her
honesty but at the same time showed
disappointment in saying she did not have to
explain that. After so many stars coming
forward and urging people to stop commenting
about their bodies, maybe the social media will
take lessons from it and put them to a final end.
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Music News

Taylor Swift Went for Dinner near Cornelia Street Right after Her Break Up

The globally renowned pop singer
Taylor Swift is not hiding anything
from her life. On 10th April, she
was captured outside a restaurant
in New York City when she went for
dinner with a few celebrity friends.
It is coming to know, that has
recently broken up with her long-
time boyfriend Joe Alwyn.

Taylor was seen with Jack Antonoff
and his fiancée Margaret Qualley
for dinner in Via Carota restaurant
in Manhattan. But the most
astonishing part of this situation is
that in the restaurant she went to is
just a few blocks away from
Cornelia Street. She has talked
about this particular street in one
of her songs from the album
‘Lover’. In that song, she said ‘And I
hope I never lose you, hope it never
ends / I’d never walk Cornelia
Street again / That’s the kind of
heartbreak time could never mend /

 I’d never walk Cornelia Street again’.
Along with that, she also used to have a
house on the same street. Thus it can be
understood that it plays a significant
part in her life. This news of her break
up has surprised everyone because
currently she is in the middle of an
ongoing tour. And suddenly this kind of
news has broken the internet. According
to the report, they separated their ways
for ‘differences in their personalities’.
They were together for almost six years
and that is why her fans got shocked
even more.

From a source, it is coming to know that
‘They had plenty in common and fell in
love in a safe bubble, while she was
retreating from the world during
Reputation. Then the (Covid-19)
pandemic hit, and they were locked
down together and able to continue
growing their relationship in this
insulated way. But he didn’t really
 ‘know’ her yet outside of that bubble... 

He has struggled with Taylor’s level
of fame and the attention from the
public. The differences in their
personalities have also become
harder to ignore after years
together. They’ve grown apart’

Taylor dropped another shocking
news recently. Now, she is in the
middle of an ongoing tour. And in
this period of time, she dropped
four new songs.

She stated on Instagram stories
that ‘In celebration of The Eras
Tour I’m releasing four previously
unreleased songs tonight at
midnight 9 (clock and smile
emoticon) Eyes Open (Taylor’s
Version), Safe & Sound (Ft. Joy
Williams and John Paul White)
(Taylor’s Version), If This Was a
Movie (Taylor’s Version) and All of
the Girls You Loved Before’.
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Music News

Sod

With The Latest RIAA Records Gain, Post Malone Release New
‘Diamond Collection’

Post Malone is known for his
rapping skills and always arriving
with Swag and this time was no
different. The musician bagged
three new RIAA Records and set
out the compilation of his greatest
hits. With the brand new three
records, the artist always set up a
benchmark and created a record for
the most RIAA Diamond-certified
singles from any artist, with a total
of eight certified records. Universal
Music Group issued a statement on
Monday which is also a member of
RIAA which says the three tracks of
the rapper, "Circles," "Better Now,"
and "I Fall Apart" have successfully
crossed the diamond threshold.
This is awarded to the tracks which
have accumulated 10 million
certified units in total. 
 Post Malone created a new record
with eight of his singles and
smashed the previous record that

was held by R&B singer Bruno Mars
with six RIAA-certified singles. Now the
rapper/singer is tied for the highest
platinum-certified single of all time
with his enormous hit "Sunflower"
featuring Swae Lee, as the track hits
platinum 17 times. To celebrate his
latest victory and record, Post Malone
worked with Republic Records and
released 'The Diamond Collection'
which is a compilation of all of his
Diamond-certified hits along with his
latest single 'Chemical', a pop-leaning
track.

'Chemical' is the first track of his
anticipated fifth full-length studio
album which is the first song released
after Posty's 2022 album 'Twelve Carat
Toothache'. The song helped Malone
start a new era and debuted just outside
of the U.K. top 10, at the 11th position.
This is based on the midweek data that
the Official Charts Company published.

This new era is set to reflect a
whole new Post Malone. This was a
topic of discussion before when the
artist gave an interview to Billboard
and said about changing his art,
"Every time you change your art
and your way of thinking for
someone else's, that takes a little
piece of yourself off every time. I
feel like I'm trying to rebuild."

 Posty's last album, 'Twelve Carat
Toothache' grabbed the No. 2
position on the Billboard 200
whereas his previous albums,
‘Hollywood's Bleeding’ (2019) and
‘Beerbongs & Bentleys’ (2018) both
secured the No. 1 position on the
charts.
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World Music

Doja Cat
Reacts to
Losing Her
Blue Tick
on Twitter;
Calls it a
Symbol of a
Higher
Chance of
Being “a
Complete
Loser”
American rapper and singer Doja
Cat has now responded to losing
her blue tick on Twitter and has
commented that a Twitter blue tick
represents a “higher chance that
you’re a complete loser” and is a
cry for validation.

For years the blue tick has been an
emblem of credibility and
authenticity for Twitter users.
However, on April 20, 2023, the
CEO Elon Musk, who acquired the
company in late 2022, initiated a
clampdown on this legacy,
announcing that only individuals
or organizations that have paid for
the premium subscription to
Twitter Blue will be allowed to keep

the verified credential of the blue
tick on their profile. As a result,
multiple celebrities lost their blue
tick mark, while some paid to have
it retained. This move has been
described by Musk as being one
about “treating people equally” on
the platform and offering
“subscribers a way to enhance and
customize their Twitter
experience”.

Fans were quick to notice that
Doja Cat was among those who
had lost her blue tick on the
platform and a torrent of
comments flooded in after that.
One fan wrote: “No blue tick? It’s
over.” Another fan followed up
with: “You have to pay for Twitter
Blue now? What has Elon done to
you, Doja?”

However, the singer showed that
she was not one to remain silent
and addressing the issue, soon
posted: “Having a blue tick now
means there’s a higher chance
that you’re a complete loser and
that you’re desperate for
validation from famous people.”
When a verified account quipped
to the comment saying, “And what
does that mean for me tho bestie?
I’m not a loser right? ?????” to

which Doja replied, “you have a
higher chance of being one for sure.
people buy blue ticks to feel
important not because they built
anything meaningful.” The fan then
wrote: “well dm me and let’s build
something meaningful in the studio
then bestie ???”.

However, it appears that Doja isn’t
the only celebrity to have expressed
her disappointment about the
elimination of the blue tick.

William Shatner, best known for his
role as Kirk in the Star Trek
franchise, commented, “I’ve been
here for 15 years giving my [time]
and witty thoughts all for bupkis.
Now you’re telling me that I have to
pay for something you gave me for
free? What is this? The Colombia
Records & Tape Club?”, while Black
Jack also stated: “I don’t know if I’m
going to pay for it.

I’m a little embarrassed by the blue
check, to be honest with you. Maybe
it’s cooler not to have checks. It’s
definitely not cool to pay for it.”
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Maren
Morris
celebrates
after
Tucker
Carlson
Leaves Fox
News
The unexpected exit of Tucker
Carlson from Fox News is truly
dramatic and Maren Morris did not
leave a single chance to celebrate
it. A statement has been issued by
the channel on April 24 that the
highest-rated anchor of the
channel is opting for separate ways.

His final broadcast of Tucker
Carlson Tonight took place on
Friday, April 21. Until the new host
is named, this right-wing channel
has decided to fill the 8 pm slot and
it will be led by a rotation of Fox
News personalities.

The report reads, “Fox News Media
and Tucker Carlson have agreed to
part ways. We thank him for his
service to the network as a host and
prior to that as a contributor.” This
shocking incident was quite
delightful for Morris and the
“Humble Quest” singer is using
social media to share her thoughts
on the matter. Carlson has
previously referred to Morris as a
“lunatic” and a “fake country music
singer.”

It all started after Brittany, Jason
Aldean’s wife, appeared on the
show to speak about her beliefs
and share her thoughts on
transgender children.

In an Instagram story, Morris
wrote “Happy Monday,
MotherTucker.” It was shared
along with a screengrab that
shows the face of Morris and reads
“Lunatic Country Music Person”
on Tucker Carlson Tonight. Morris
has further shared rainbow cover
art which reads “THE ONLY
TUCKERS ALLOWED ARE THE
DRAG QUEENS.”

Being a true advocate and
supporter of the LGBTQ+
community; Morris did not spare
Brittany either. She called her out
by saying, “It’s so easy to, like, not
be a scumbag human? Sell your
clip-ins and zip it, Insurrection
Barbie,” in response to Brittany’s
statement “I’d really like to thank
my parents for not changing my
gender when I went through my
tomboy phase. I love this girly
life.”

Advocating for trans rights, Morris
sold t-shirts with Carlson’s “Lunatic”
label. The Grammy Award winner
singer-songwriter raised more than
$150,000 for GLAAD’s Transgender
Media Program. Trans Life Line is
also a part of the project, a non-
profit organization that provides
financial and emotional support to
LGBTQ+ individuals.

Fox News had to reach a $787.5
million settlement with Dominion
Voting Systems and Carlson’s exit
came following by but it took a lot of
time. Previously, the company had
filed a defamation lawsuit against
FOX News in 2021. Fox Network also
claimed that Dominion helped “rig
the 2020 presidential election.”
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Singer
Shaan Has
Been
Criticized
For Wishing
Eid to
Everyone

Shaan Mukherjee, a popular singer
in India is experiencing a lot of
criticism in recent days as he made
a public post to wish everyone for
Eid. He has been a renowned artist
in the Indian Music Industry for his
massive contribution to the
industry. This artist has been in the
industry for more than 20 years and
he has gotten a lot of love and
support from everyone in this time.
It is quite surprising to see all these
negative comments on a little
gesture.

On the day of Eid, Shaan posted a
picture on Instagram where he has
been wearing a skull cap and said
‘Eid Mubarak to you and your
family’. The photo was a screenshot
from the song ‘Karam Karde’, which
was made in 2020. Right after that,
he received tons of negative
comments where people said that
he is a Hindu and how can he dress
up in Muslim attire. People’s anger
was raising and that is why the
artist had to turn off his comment
section.

Later that incident, the artist
posted a video to respond to all
the trolls he has been receiving for
the past few days. In the video, he
said that from childhood he has
been taught to respect and
celebrate every festival of the
culture even after being born into
a Hindu Brahmin family. He also
mentioned that the photo was
from 2020 from the music video
‘Karam Karde’. He added more
‘Usme ye Look Tha .. toh socha it
goes with the occasion .. bas itni si
baat’. In response to everyone’s
question, he stated ‘I am a
Brahmin, I am a Hindu, I am very
proud of who I am, I am also an
Indian and a human being’.

The artist also added ‘Since
childhood, I was taught to
celebrate all festivals and respect
every religion. This is what I
believe in and this is what every
Indian should believe in too. Baaki
aapki soch aapko Mubarak’. Along
with that, he said in the video
‘Love each other, respect each

 other, don't keep such polarised
thinking and thoughts. Any nation
which has walked on the path of
religion has not moved ahead. We
are the biggest democracy in the
world and today, we have the
maximum population in the world,
we should change our thinking, we
should be more inclusive. We should
look toward creating a beautiful
world, not just a beautiful country’.
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Music Review
David Guetta has presented
the new song ‘Baby Don’t
Hurt Me’ along with Anne
Marie and Coi Leray. It is
gaining many listeners in
the shortest time span.

David Guetta has made his
comeback with the latest
soundtrack ‘Baby Don’t
Hurt Me’. He has
collaborated with Anne
Marie and Coi Leray on this
song. It was one of the most
anticipated songs of the
artist. His last creation ‘I’m
Good (Blue)’ was a massive
hit that has gotten 1.4
billion global streaming in
a short time of seven
months.

The latest track ‘Baby Don’t
Hurt Me’ has been
premiered at Ultra Miami
this week. This new dance
song has generated a buzz
among everyone. Along
with that, Anne Marie and
Coi Leray have made the
creation even more
captivating with their
contribution.

British singer Anne Marie is
a global artist who has
amazed everyone with her
pop music. Till now she has
gotten 7.5 billion global
streams. Alongside, she has
seven Top 10 singles and
multiple double- and triple-
platinum-selling records.
This proficient artist has
made the song even more
mesmerizing. In addition to
that, the LA-based rapper
has enhanced the charm
with her outstanding vocal
and rhythmic skills.

All three of them have

4.9/5
By Daily Music Roll

DAVID GUETTA PREMIERED
‘BABY DON’T HURT ME’
FEATURING ANNE MARIE

AND COI LERAY

         

churned out the true flavor
of dance music. Coi Leray is
a proficient artist, who has
gotten 200 million streams
in her latest single
‘Players’.

These three came together
to create a magnificent
track. In this short time,
they have gotten a huge
response from all the dance
music lovers. Guetta and
Leray performed together
in Ultra Miami and the
crowd’s response was
unimaginable.

David Guetta is a huge DJ
who has gotten many
awards in his career. He is
in the 9th position of the
most streamed artist on
Spotify. He has sold more
than 50 million records all
over the world. Along with
that, he has won ‘Producer
of the Year’ at the BRITs.

This proficient DJ never
disappoints his listeners
and always comes up with
something very new every
time. And that is why, his
latest creation ‘Baby Don’t
Hurt Me’ is also getting
such a huge response from
everyone.

He is on the top of the chart
in iTunes in 113 countries.
With so much great work,
he has achieved a lot of
success in his music career.

Other than that, the new
collaboration of these three
has accumulated a large
number of listeners and it
can be said that it is going
to be one of the best dance
releases of this year.
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Popstar Bebe Rexha has
released her self-titled
album ‘Bebe’ and netizens
are pouring appreciation
for the singer’s effort to
take listeners back to the
retro era.

Bebe Rexha turns the clock
around in her recent album,
entitled 'Bebe' which
features the 70's disco
sound and 80's pop music
mixed with modern musical
compositions. Her third
studio album is all set to
infect the audience with
pop anthems including the
massive hit 'I'm Good
(Blue)' that samples from
Eiffel 65's 'Blue (Da Ba
Dee)'. The netizens are
leaving appreciation and
support for this latest effort
by Bebe on social media,
calling it probably the best
craft in her discography.
Consisting of 12 songs in
total, 'Bebe' by Bebe Rexha
is a sonically cohesive
album that is vocally
powerful and brilliantly
done in the department of
studio mixing and
engineering.

The album opens with
'Heart Wants What It
Wants' which is composed
of a bluesy guitar line
combined with a pounding
bass. Bebe's smokey vocals
do an amazing job elevating
the soundscape along with
the beat kicking. Soon the
song turns into a vintage
soundscape vibe while
maintaining the traces of
originality. The next track,
'Miracle Man' is an instant
attention-grabber with its

4.6/5
By Daily Music Roll

BEBE REXHA IS TAKING
LISTENERS ON A TRIP TO
THE 70S WITH HER NEW

ALBUM 'BEBE'

         

funky bass line. 'Satellite'
opens with a familiar voice
where the rapper Snoop
Dogg is present with the
first feature of the album.
Sonically, the album is a
journey to the good old
days, especially with the
70's synth on tracks.

Snoop Dogg is not the
biggest and only feature on
the album as we soon hear
the legendary Dolly Parton
on the acoustic ballad,
'Seasons' which is placed at
the perfect spot on the
album, as a closer. There
are also quite a lot of dance
anthems on the album,
tracks like 'When It Rains',
'Call On Me', and the
unforgettable 'I'm Good
(Blue)'. The last one is a
collaboration with the
popular DJ David Guetta.
This instant pop banger will
force you to let the air
breeze into your hair and
dance your heart out.

The tone changes with the
next track, 'Visions (Don't
Go)' which turns towards a
more bluesy composition
with an enchanting chorus.
Then the vibe changes in
'Born Again' is a piano-
driven ballad, showing off
the sexy, yet emotional
vocals of the singer. 'Blue
Moon' is one of the
strongest tracks on the
album which is extremely
high-powered and
danceable. Overall, Bebe
takes her audience on a
colorful and nostalgic
journey with this versatile
album.
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Jennifer
Lopez Is
Facing
Backlash on
Launching
Alcohol
Brand for
Double
Standards
The American actress and pop diva,
Jennifer Lopez is known for her
entrepreneurial side and has
successfully launched various
businesses in her lifetime. Already
leading a successful life with her
acting jobs and singing career, it
can only be said that she has a
thriving career. Now she has
launched a brand-new alcohol line,
‘The House of Delola’ that got her
into the news recently.

But that is not the only thing that
is happening with JLo as she is also
trending due to negative comments
on this latest business venture.
Since the actress and singer stayed
sober for years and have been
publicly vocal about the harm that
alcohol has caused her and
continues to cause millions of
other people, the internet is not too
happy with her.

In addition to her recent shoe
line‘the Hustlers’ and her cosmetic
line, ‘JLo Beauty’, Jennifer Lopez
has launched ‘The House of Delola’,

a company that will serve spirit-
based, and premium bottled
cocktails, that are made with
natural botanicals.

In her recent social media posts,
the artist announced that her
cocktail brand is called Delola.
The company will serve people
different flavors of cocktails and
will have a lower percentage of
alcohol, almost as much as in a
glass of wine.

She announced this news by
uploading a video on social media
sites where she explained the idea
of Delola and that the inspiration
behind the cocktail line came
from her love for lavish lifestyle
and hospitality on the Italian
coast. She was seen saying she
wanted to make something
forpeople who loves to enjoy life

but without a lower amount of sugar
and no artificial content. “The secret
is out!!! I’m proud to share with you
@DELOLA … my new collection of
unique, mixology-level ready to
enjoy spritzes” she posted on
Instagram. While there is absolutely
no doubt that people, especially her
fans are very excited about this
brand-new venture and are all ready
to try it out, the rest of the internet
is not too happy and the artist has
been facing backlash since. The
backlash and the calling out by the
internet users are happening namely
because Jlo and her husband Ben
Affleck, both are known to be sober. 
Jennifer Lopez has been publicly
vocal about the negative impact
alcohol can create on human lives
and her husband, actor Ben Affleck
has had a very public battle with
substance issues over the past years.
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BLACKPINK's
Jisoo Is at
the Top on
Hanteo with
the Highest
1st-week
Album Sales

After the release of ‘ME’, Jisoo has
been reaching the heights of
success with her solo music career.
Though other members from
BLACKPINK have already embarked
on their solo ventures, Jisoo seems
to gain more attention with the
launch of the latest musical album.
‘ME’ has created a record by
making the most sales within the
first week of its sales. No other
female K-pop artist has achieved
this mark before. According to the
recent data revealed by Hanteo, her
first solo album has already sold
over 876,249 copies in less than a
week. This solo album has been
released on March 31 and currently,
it is buzzing on all top charts. The
total number of sales till is counted
to be around 1,172,351 copies.
 This album has become the
highest-selling album by any
female solo artist only within the
first week of sales. Her album is
currently ranked in second place
right after the group’s last album

 ‘BORN PINK’. With over 1 million
units sold, the album has debuted
at no. 1 on this week's Circle
Chart.

The main track from the album
titled ‘Flower’ is currently
debuting at the top of the
Worldwide iTunes Song Chart and
the service's top songs charts in
over 60 countries. Upon its
release, the track landed at no. 6
on Global Spotify Chart. Jisoo is
the fourth and final member of
BLACKPINK to initiate a solo
career with her debut solo musical
project. Jeenie first initiated her
journey with the project titled
‘Solo’ in 2018. in 2021, both Rose
and Lisa dropped their solo
projects namely ‘R’ and ‘Lalisa’,
respectively. However, Jisoo is the
only member to ever achieve this

record of becoming the most-selling
artist in just its release week.

Selling over a million copies within a
week is not an easy task, but Jisoo’s
unwavering personality and musical
skills made it possible. She recently
dropped an amazing dance
performance video for the song
‘Flower’. Featuring some of the most
gorgeous formations and steps with
the crew, Jisoo has proved her skills
are not limited to music only.

The track ‘Flower’ has earned over
4,674,337 filtered streams on Spotify
within 24 hours. As a result, Jisoo
has unlocked another achievement
of gaining the highest number of
first-day streams for any song by a
female K-pop soloist in the history
of the platform.
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PrincessDiana
IceSpice&
NickiMina

04

Rightafter'Boy'saliar',IceSpice
hasmanagedtobeinthetop10
forthesecondtimewithherlatest

chart-bustingcollaborationwith
NickiMinaj,titled'PrincessDiana'.

03 LastNight
MorganWallen

02

Flowers
MileyCyrus

MileyCyrus's'Flowers'willnever
bewitheredjustlikeitsplaceon
thetop10chart.Well,separations
canactuallycreategoodmusicand
Mileyhasprovedthat.

'LastNight'isconsideredthesong
ofthecenturywhichisreviving
theAmericanCountryMusic
scene.Morgandidagreatjoband

currently,itisatno.2.

SZA

SZAscoredherfirstBillboardHot100No.1with

'KillBill',thesongwhichhasbeenalreadyonthe
listforthepasteightweeks.Appearingonher
secondstudioalbum'SOS',thesonghasalso
premieredwithanofficialmusicvideothatoffers
similarvibestoTarantino'slegendaryKillBill
movie.However,theplotisquitesimpleinthis
casewhereabrideisonaquesttokillher
ex-boyfriendandgetrevenge.Whetheritis
R&amp;BflavorsorSZA&#39;mesmerizing
vocals;thesongishighlyenjoyableanditwent
numberoneinseventerritoriesworldwide.While
somecriticshaveconsideredthatsongascrazy
relationshipdynamicsorastalkerlullaby;itis
evidentthatSZAunlockedherpotentialasapop
icon.
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USTAD ZAKIR HUSSAIN: THE LEGENDARY
PRACTITIONER OF RHYTHM

‘dha, dhin, dhin, dha’

These were the first words that were whispered in the ears of
Ustad Zakir Hussain when he was born. None other than his
father, the legendary Ustad Alla Rakha or ‘Abbaji’ whispered those
words in the infant’s ears and considered it Kalma as he believed
it was as sacred to him as his prayer. Actually, it is the 'bols' to the
tritaal, the foundation of all Indian percussion starting from tabla,
dhol, and many other instruments.

This is the kind of passion for music that these Ustads possess for
their craft and that is how the mastery of the craft is passed on
from one generation to another. Zakir Hussain not only took his
father’s legacy forward but become the most recognizable icon of
Indian classical music around the world. The man established
himself as the synonym for the tabla. Not only his father but
Pandit Ravi Shankar Ji’s guidance also put influenced this artist.
However, what made Zakir Hussain one of the most dynamic
rhythm artists ever is his vision to create something new. The
artist successfully made a cross-over between Indian Classical
Music and Western pop culture.

Sitar still remains one of the most utilized Indian musical
instruments of classical music which is associated with
psychedelics, Woodstock, and a fair portion of Western popular
consciousness. However, people began to understand the
widespread influence of tabla with the help of Ustad Zakir
Hussain. This unwavering personality of Hussain was not only
limited to his mastery of tabla but also to endorsement deals. 

In the late 80s and 90s, when sportspersons and
film stars could be seen participating in many
commercial advertisements and Ustad was one
of them. One does not even require to drink tea
but still would think of Ustad Zakir Hussain
every time they hear ‘Wah Taj!’.

Hussain is also one of the most popular and
sorted musicians in the Indian industry and
concert circuit. As a result, every other musical
prefers to work with him. Vocalists and
Instrumentalists across different generations
have agreed to have a great experience working
with Ustad. He likes to stay true to his roots as
well as to his craft and his dedication is
immense. Zakir inherited from his father and
made sure that tabla is never considered to be a
‘lower rank’ on the stage. A tabla does not
overwhelm other instruments or overlap them,
rather; it paves a way for smooth and melodic
progression. Embracing its subtle yet powerful
presence in different music, Hussain
represented tabla on a global level.

Some amazing facts about Ustad Zakir
Hussain

Ustad Zakir Hussain was born on March 9, 1951.
At the age of only 7 years, he attended his first
stage performance and by the age of 11 years;
he already embarked on global music tours. 
Some say that Ustad’s original family name is
Qureshi and Hussain was added later. 
Zakir Hussain’s first work as an actor was in
1989, titled ‘Heat and Dust’. He did only showed
his acting skills but also composed the whole
soundtrack for the movie. 
Ustad Zakir Hussain is the first Indian to get
invited to the White House by former US
president Barack Obama to attend the All-Star
Global Concert.

Zakir Hussain got married to Italian American
Kathak dancer, Antonia Minnecola. Currently,
this couple has two daughters. 
Hussain won Padma Shri in 1988, Padma
Bhushan in 2002, and Padma Vibhushan in
2023. He has also received Sangeet Natak
Akademi Award in 1990.

Discography

Starting from 1970 to the ‘2000s; Hussain has
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worked on numerous musical projects. Whether it is working with George Harrison's 1973 album ‘Living in the
Material World’ or the ‘ Karuna Supreme’ with John Handy with Ali Akbar Khan in 1976, his creativity and innovation
in fusing tabla with different musical styles widely prevailed. Who's to Know (1980), A Handful of Beauty (1976),
Making Music (1987), Saturday Night in Bombay (2001), Save Our Children (1998), and Spirit into Sound (1999), etc
are some of the greatest examples of his collaborative projects that helped other artists with the musical
representations.

He has worked for the soundtracks in a number of movies such as,

In Custody (1993)
Little Buddha (1993)
Saaz (1998)
Vanaprastham (1999)
The Mystic Masseur (2001)
and Mrs. Iyer (2002)
One Dollar Curry (2003)

Wrapping Up

The legend of rhythm has been always remarkable in his field and never hesitated to experiment with other music
even though Ustad Zakir Hussain belongs to strict classical background. This is the passion for innovation that Ustad
spread among all music artists as well as the listeners and his fans.
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BEBE REXHA HAS ANNOUNCED HER THIRD
STUDIO ALBUM ‘BEBE’

Pop artist Bebe Rexha has announced that she will drop her
upcoming studio album ‘Bebe’ on 28th April. This announcement
has left everyone too much excited.

The American pop artist Bebe Rexha has finally announced her
third studio album ‘Bebe’. This news has blown up the social
media platforms and generated a buzz among all of her listeners.
The new album ‘Bebe’ is going to release on 28th April 2023. Her
fans were eagerly waiting for an album, because the last album
she released was in 2021, named ‘Better Mistakes’.

With this new creation, she is all ready to mesmerize her listeners
once again. On Wednesday she dropped the news on Instagram
and since then the excitement is increasing. The Grammy-
winning artist shared a rose-gold tinted, retro-looking photo on
Instagram and captioned the picture as ‘my third studio album
“BEBE” is out april 28!!!!!’.

From the photo, people were expecting that there will be retro

 essence in the album, and later on, she also
made it obvious by saying ‘It’s a blast into the
’70s. That’s why we’re doing a little bit of Farrah
Fawcett’. The artist has added more by saying ‘I
grew up with immigrant parents, so we didn’t
really listen to ’70s music that much. We
listened to Albanian music, and then I did a
deep dive into the ’70s, and I was like, ‘Wait,
Fleetwood Mac? Diana Ross? What’s going on?’.

As of now, it is coming to that she has
collaborated with artists like Travis Barker, Ty
Dolla Sign, Trevor Daniel, Lil Uzi Vert, Doja Cat,
Pink Sweats, Lunay, and Rick Ross. Thus, it can
be said that all these singers are going to make
this album even more memorable with their
presence. Their contribution will make the
album even more enriching. Alongside, listeners
will get to experience so many talented
musicians in one album.

In her previous work, we have seen that she
always comes up with something very new. That
is why, from this album, listeners have a lot of
expectations. In recent times, she has also
amazed everyone with her latest song ‘Heart
Wants What It Wants’.

This was released on the 17th of April and she
has also given a teaser of the music video too.
Therefore ‘Bebe’ is creating a sensation and
people are expecting it to be worth waiting for.
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Know the
Details
about BBC
Singers/LSO
Event; Filled
With Music
and Words

Simon Rattle conducted a concert
in the Barbican Hall on Sunday for
the BBC Singers event where
Mahler's Seventh and Richard
Strauss's 'Don Quixote' was played.

The BBC Singers, a top-tier
professional chorus has recently
been threatened with
extermination but then it was
paused and reprieved. In the
evening, Mahler's Seventh
Symphony was supposed to be the
evening’s solo performance,
however, the outrage was so big
and threatening, that the LSO
invited the now-reprieved BBC
Singers to perform. As a gesture of
solidarity, LSO was made to invite
the singers to the concert led by
outrage over the threat to the
generous amount of UK singers in
the country’s classical music scene. 
 In the interval, Simon Rattle
protested and said how “the Arts
Council’s swingeing cuts in
November” and “the proposed
vandalism by the BBC” impacted
the artists and their musical lives in
the UK. He then angrily made

 another statement saying, that
the “political ignorance of what
this art form entails” and the
“stubborn pride in that ignorance”
weighed heavily on the part of
those who have wreaked such
devastation and damage.
Although Poulenc’s piece carries
extensive symbolic resonance
itself, as it was written under Nazi
occupation from 1943 to 1944, in
secret. As an iconic work, it sets
for “two a cappella six-part
choruses” by Paul Éluard. Initially,
Poulenc considered the French
choir for this but given the
complexity of the vocal writing, he
handed it out to the BBC Singers,
who were also known as the BBC
Chorus. They gave their first
performance in March of 1945. 

The entire performance was sheer
excellence as the singing was a
reminder of their distinction as
musical interpreters and their
eminence as an orchestra. Rattle
gave the musical space to
dissonances without hampering
the momentum. The emotional
trajectory in the performance was
done with fierce intelligence from

quiet anger to prodigious closure
with a mighty demand for freedom.
Mahler’s Seventh had an opening
moment that was nothing short of a
rollercoaster ride with moments of
pure beauty, contrasts, and mood
swings. Rattle’s command in this
score was absolute and the
interpretation was completely
created on the tempi, giving the
performers enough space to play and
maintaining the sense of
momentum.

The strings, both upper and lower
eloquent, especially when they
needed to respond to the
conductor’s entreaties were
impressive. The finale, which was so
often labeled problematic, was
indeed a rampage of colors, where
Rattle beautifully controlled the
“rhetorical ritardando”.
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72 SEASONS: THE ALBUM OF METALLICA
WILL BE RELEASED ON 14TH APRIL

The metal music band Metallica is all ready to drop their
upcoming album ‘72 Seasons’ on 14th April 2023. Fans are eagerly
waiting for the album to drop.

The wait is over as the globally renowned band Metallica has
announced that their 11th studio album ‘72 Seasons’ will be
released on 14th April 2023. All their fans are eagerly waiting for
the album to be released. This prolific band is coming back after a
lot of time and that is what created a buzz among all the music
enthusiasts. As of now, it is coming to know that, there will be a
lot of lyrical references to their previous creations. They are trying
to recreate a memory and present it to their fanbase. Their work is
appreciated by everyone because they are known as a metal music
band. But still, they have tried a different kind of metal genre in
their creations.

Now they are coming back to their roots and again making songs
that are good old-fashioned metal. Their diverse way of
presentation has made them different from everyone. And that is
why they have succeeded to create an image among everyone.
Recently, it is coming to know, that the name of the album was
something else at the beginning.

James Hetfield’s decision was something else. He said ‘My vision

 was I wanted this album [to be] called ‘Lux
Æterna’ because that summed up all the songs
for me, kind of an eternal light that was always
inside of us that maybe is just now coming out…
And I was out-voted, which is great. ‘72 Seasons’
is definitely more chewable. You get to figure
out what it is. You get to dig into it and chew on
it a little more. But that color came out of 'Lux
Æterna’. In the end, they came up with the
name ‘72 Seasons’ for the first 18 years of
someone’s life. There is much more depth in
this name and probably listeners will get to
relate to them even more. With this album, they
are trying to convey the 72 seasons of sorrow in
a person’s life. But it is not only sorrow that
people have that is why they have kept the
name only ‘72 Seasons’.

The album can be a little raw but it will have the
potential to captivate listeners’ hearts. It is the
relatable approach that keeps the charm alive.
There are a lot of expectations from this album
of Metallica. And it has already created a
sensation among all Metallica fans. This album
is recorded under the label Blackened
Recordings.
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JAI PAUL ANNOUNCED MORE SHOWS AFTER
COACHELLA 2023

The R&B artist, Jai Paul has announced more concerts after the
performance at Coachella 2023. He has given more details on his
website for further queries. 

Jai Paul, the R&B artist has finally made his debut at the 2023
Coachella. Everyone has been eagerly waiting for his live debut all
these years. And at last, he has given his live performance at the
2023 Coachella Valley Music and Arts Festival. After the
performance, he has gotten a huge response from all of his
listeners. Everyone was pleased after watching him perform live.
His exceptional performance has amazed all music enthusiasts in
the shortest time period. He is a successful English songwriter,
singer, and producer but no one knows why he hadn’t made his
debut in live performance all these years.

At the Coachella, Jai performed on the stage with his whole live
band. In the band, there was his brother A. K. Paul on the guitar,
the Paul Institute artist Fabiana Palladino on the keyboards and
backing vocals, along with that, there was Rocco Palladino on the
bass, and Isaac Kizito on the drums. It can be said that all of them
have set the stage on fire with their exceptional performances. Jai
Paul and his band have played ‘Jasmine’, ‘BTSTU’, ‘He’, and 

many other songs that have captivated all the
listeners.

Recently he announced that after the
performance at Coachella, the artist will
perform at four more concerts. And this news
has created a buzz among all of his listeners. All
these shows will take place this spring. He has
also confirmed that he will start the concert in
New York City and will end in London. All the
tickets to his shows will be available on his
website. Along with that, he has also said that
his fans can sign up for tickets to his New York
shows from 10 p.m. Eastern on 19th April,
Wednesday. And for the London concerts, fans
can sign up from 10 a.m. BST on 3rd May,
Wednesday. After that, lucky winners can get
the opportunity to win two tickets to the show.
Winners will get the notification via their e-
mail. Winners for the New York show will be
announced on 24th April and for the London
show, it will be announced on 4th May. The
schedule of the concerts are- 
04-25 Queens, NY - Knockdown Center
04-26 Brooklyn, NY - Brooklyn Steel
05-09 London, England - Here at Outernet
05-10 London, England - Here at Outernet
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Why
Regional
Radio
Stations are
the Next
Target for
Brands and
Advertisers
Over the last few years, the radio
industry is witnessing a huge
amount of rise in advertisement
volumes especially for top-tier
cities. According to a recent report
released by TAM AdEx, Gujarat is
the leading state in this field with
over 21% share of ad volumes for
the first quarter of Jan-Mar, 2023. It
was quickly followed by the other
states in India such as Maharashtra
and Uttar Pradesh. Cities like Surat,
Hyderabad, and Lucknow are
receiving a huge demand for radio
ads which confirms only one thing
the maximum growth is coming
from the regional market only.

LIC of India and LIC Housing
Finance are the top two advertisers
in this case and only the top 10
advertisers are claiming more than
18% share of ad volumes. TRAI
Performance Indicators Report
shows that revenue earned from
the radio stations is increasing
significantly as it grew 11% to Rs
385.86 crore as against Rs 345.12
crore for the last quarter. Chief
Revenue Officer Neeraj Saraswat

said, “The regional market was
always going higher than the
metro markets and they have
bounced back much faster. This is
the reason why we have a lot of
brands, both local and national,
inclining towards the small
markets.”

The CEO of Radio City, Ashit
Kukian expressed, “Radio stations
offer regional brands and
advertisers a low-cost, high-
impact value proposition making
it a captive marketing channel.”
Rahul Namjoshi, Chief Executive
Officer from MY FM, said, “The
phenomenon which is prevalent
in all smaller towns of India is the
democratization of technology
leading to information access that
was not there a few years back. If
we coupled that with higher
disposable incomes & increased
aspirations, the same will result in
demand.”

Talking about the prospects of the
radio stations, COO & Director of
Red FM and Magic FM, Nisha
Narayanan said, “Our focus is on
developing diversified content
that reflects our regional

 strengths. In the past couple of
years, we have successfully created
regional podcasts and digital and
on-ground IPs that are well-received
by the audience. We bank on our
strength that lies in the regional
market space to expand our vision
into the vast culture of India.”

With these insights and market
growth, Digital radio is on its way to
bringing more vibrancy to this field.
With this digital radio, “broadcasters
and listeners alike will now have an
improved multimedia experience.
Radio stations can now precisely
target audience segments while
providing for their core audience,”
said Mitesh Kothari, the Co-founder
and the Chief Creative Officer of
White Rivers Media.
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WHICH IS THE BEST MUSIC STREAMING
PLATFORM APPLE MUSIC OR SPOTIFY?

Music is an integral part of our daily life. With each passing day,
our way of listening to music has changed a lot. And now we are
completely dependent on music streaming platforms. There are
many online music streaming platforms where we can find our
favorite songs in seconds. Currently, there are a few leading
platforms and among them, Spotify and Apple Music are on the
top. But it is quite difficult to differentiate which one is the best.
There are several changes that these companies have brought to
their users to make their experience even better. It is seen that
whenever a listener switches their platform of listening to music,
in maximum cases people have switched from Spotify to Apple
Music. Thus, let’s know this at a wider scale to get a better idea-

Price:

The price structure of Apple Music and Spotify is quite similar but
it has a difference in the free starting tier. If you use Spotify, then
in the free tier you will get many ads, which can create a
disturbance for you. But if you switch to their platinum package,
then you will get ads while listening to music. Along with that, in
the premium package, you will also get the opportunity to use two
accounts at the same time. And it is one of the best features of
this music streaming platform. On the other hand, in Apple Music,
a listener will not get the advantage of using two profiles at the
same time. Besides, every package of Apple Music is a little bit
more expensive rather than Spotify. So, when it comes to prices,
then Spotify is more pocket-friendly.

Music library:

The music library is another important thing for a music listener.
But both these music streaming platforms are offering a large
number of songs to their listeners. According to the reports, Apple
Music has over 100 million songs and on the other hand, Spotify

has over 80 million songs. In this place, Apple
Music is a little ahead of Spotify. Along with
that, both these platforms have podcast services
and there is a whole separate service of Apple
Podcasts. As of now, there are 2.6 million
podcasts on Apple Music. Therefore, in this
particular part, Apple Music is a lot ahead
compared to Spotify.

Sound quality:

Between these two music streaming platforms,
there is quite a difference in their sound quality.
Before, Apple Music’s standard music quality
was 256kbps AAC files. But recently they have
changed a few things about their services. And
now in every song they use ALAC in resolutions,
which is ranging from 16-bit/44.1kHz (CD-
quality) up to 24-bit/192kHz (hi-res audio
quality). Now they have worked more on the
sound quality to provide a better service to their
users. On the other side, Spotify is offering
three different kinds of sound quality to their
listeners. These three qualities are 96kbps,
160kbps, and 320kbps. They have structured the
quality in this way according to the subscription
package. This way listeners will get to
understand different types of sound quality with
each premium package. Along with that, their
sound quality is vividly understandable when
you are listening to songs on speakers, wired
headphones, or earbuds. It can be a little
disturbing, thus apple music’s service is clearly
user-friendly for the listeners.

Browser playback:

Now you don’t have to use iTunes to listen to
songs on Apple Music. It is another edition that
Apple Music is offering to listeners. Just like
that Spotify users can also browse their library
without installing any other applications. 
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They can also use the playlist, which is created as ‘Made for you’. Both platforms are giving the same kind of features,
thus it is not possible to say who is ahead of whom.

Design:

Recently, it is coming to see that, after the redesign for iOS 10, apple music’s design has become a lot similar to
Spotify. Both these. music streaming platforms’ interface is designed with large images. The images on this both sites
are tile-like UI and give the same vibe. Along with that, all the navigation options are also at the bottom of the
display. This way listeners can access different options quickly. Thus, both look kind of the same and no one is better
than the other.

Social media:

In this scenario, Spotify is quite user-friendly. If you want to share a song on any social media platform, then you can
easily share them. Along with that, you can also send the songs to anyone personally. There are more features on
Spotify Playlists too. You can share a whole playlist with anyone. But when it comes to sharing songs from Apple
Music, it is quite similar to Spotify. But if you want to share a playlist with someone, then you can only share it with
people who have registered in AirDrop. But when you try to share a song on social media platforms it becomes a little
hectic. Thus in this part, Spotify is much better than Apple Music.

These are some things where you can get the idea of which app is better in various aspects. From these things, you
can understand which music streaming platform is better for your use. 
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YG Entertainment Has O/cially Announced the Upcoming
Mobile Game 'BLACKPINK The Game'

YG Entertainment has announced
that they will come up with a
mobile game with BLACKPINK’s
intellectual property (IP). On 4th
April KST, they confirmed that in
the second quarter of this year, the
game will be released.

This mobile game will be developed
by collaborating with Takeone
Company. It is the same developer
who has assisted to create BTS’s
2019 mobile game BTS World. In
the ‘BLACKPINK The Game’, all the
characters will be the same as the
girl group singers. And the players
will get the chance to customize
the characters according to their
choice. This is going to make the
game even more attractive for the
players.

Along with that, players can
communicate with other fellow
players too. Thus they can get a
much better experience while

 playing. YG Entertainment has
announced in a press release that
‘Players will witness the never-seen-
before sides of BLACKPINK in a variety
of ways. We hope all fans around the
world will be able to enjoy the game’.

The most interesting part of this mobile
game is that the player can also play as
the producer of the group and help the
members to grow. Along with that they
can also train the members, office
building management simulations, and
decorate the characters. All these things
will be included in the game and players
can thoroughly enjoy it.

This exclusive game will have high-
quality photos and videos of the girl
group. The wide range of photos from
their photoshoot will make the game
even more attractive and pleasing to
play. Alongside all, there will be an
original soundtrack and music video in
the game, which has been officially sung

by BLACKPINK. This song and
video will be released later and will
be included in the game.

YG has also said ‘You will be able to
meet various aspects of
BLACKPINK in a new form that you
have never seen before’. All the
BLACKPINK fans are eagerly
waiting for the game to be released.
Though YG Entertainment has said
that the video will be released in
the second quarter of this year.
Therefore get ready to experience a
whole new game with ‘BLACKPINK
The Game’.
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Canorous
New Single
'Follower' By
FIRSTBORNE
Feat. CHRIS
ADLER And
JAMES
LOMENZO Is
Out Now

Upon its debut, the band
FIRSTBORNE impressed listeners
with its renowned band members
and enthralling musical releases.
Now they have released a fresh
single, entitled ‘Follower’ making
their feet in the industry even
stronger. The band includes the
Grammy award-winning artist
Chris Adler along with the bassist
from the popular band
MEGADETH, James LoMenzo.
Released in February, the beguiling
track ‘Follower’ was produced
independently by the band. They
feature Myrone, the soft-shred
pioneer in guitar along with Girish
Pradhan, the rising star on vocals.

The band has an impressive track
record of releasing enrapturing
tracks starting with ‘Bad Things’

FiRsTBORNE

and One Of A Kind’ which were
released back in September, of the
previous year. Then the next
venture of the band gifted the
audience with three brand new
tracks, ‘Dead Rats’ released in
October, ‘Intercontinental
Champions’, released in
November, and lastly, ‘Sinners’
released in February followed by
the recent release. All of these
tracks are produced by the band
members themselves,
independently, showcasing their
true caliber to the audience.

Chris Adler had high hopes for
this band, and after the release of
their first two soundscapes, he
said about the trajectory of
FIRSTBORNE “We've made good
use of the time. For the next year-
plus we will be releasing a song a
month, starting here and now
with a one-two-punch.” He then
continued sharing his excitement
about the upcoming projects

saying, “I'm thrilled to be in a
creative partnership that can do just
about anything. Feels like playing in
'God Mode' on Guitar / Band Hero.
It's a passion project and it's fun for
us to share.”

As an independent group, the band
enjoys its freedom in the creative
choices it makes and it is one of the
most important things for artistic
expression. Acknowledging this, the
guitarist Myrone said, "No Labels,
No Management, NO GODS, NO
MASTERS!!!!" The vocalist, Girish
Pradhan, is someone that holds the
band together, and represents the
most extraordinary global
collaboration. The band's debut EP
was self-titled and was released in
2020 which marked the first
dedicated release of Adler since his
departure from MEGADETH and
LAMB OF GOD. The EP included five
tracks and two lyrics videos and
earned much recognition for the
band.
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A Political
Affair:
County
Music Stars
Get A Bit
Controversial
at the CMT
Awards

Like every year, on this Sunday
hottest country music artists
gathered to celebrate their annual
CMT awards. The highlights of the
night include a heartfelt duet, a
surprise cameo, and another
emotional return of a country artist
to the stage, making the evening
exquisitely wholesome. Yet, there
were plenty of incidents where
political boundaries have been
breached showcasing some
audacious statements by country
music stars.

Kelsea Ballerini opened the show
with a moving tribute to the
victims of last week’s Nashville
shooting at the Covenant School in
Tennessee. Ballerini said, "On
March 27, 2023, three 9-year-olds —
Evelyn Dieckhaus, William
Kinney,and Hallie Scruggs — along
with Dr. Katherine Koonce, Cynthia
Peak, and Mike Hill, walked into the
Covenant School and didn't walk
out." Adding more, "the community

of sorrow over this and the 130
mass shootings in the U.S. this
year alone stretches from coast to
coast."

After that Ballerini shared her
own experience with campus gun
violence. As she has witnessed her
classmate die from the shooting at
her high school in Knoxville,
Tennessee. She went on saying, "I
wanted to personally stand up
here and share this moment,
because, on Aug. 21, 2008, I
watched Ryan McDonald, my 15-
year-old classmate at Central High
School, lose his life to a gun in our
cafeteria,"

"Tonight's broadcast is dedicated
to the ever-growing list of family's
friends, survivors, witnesses, and
responders whose lives continue
to forever be changed by gun
violence. I pray deeply that the
closeness and the community that
we feel through the next few
hours of music can soon turn into
action — like, real action — that
moves us forward together to
create change for the safety of our
kids and our loved ones," she

concluded.

Later in the evening, she performed
her 2022 single "If You Go Down (I'm
Goin' Down Too)''. Along with her
"RuPaul's Drag Race" alum Manila
Luzon, Kennedy Davenport, Jan
Sport, and Olivia Lux also performed
at the award function.

On the other hand, Grammy-
winning country star Kacey
Musgraves, alongside Dolly Parton,
Mickey Guyton, and Shania Twain
took the Equal Play Award. In her
acceptance speech, Twain said, "I
believe in all-inclusive country
music. We're family. This is a genre
of music with a rich history that
raised and nurtured my own
songwriting and performance and
recording career from childhood."
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